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9, 675, 416, 606, 219, 286, 420, 696, 396].


brittle [515, 386, 463]. browser [685].

brush [469]. brush-pressure [469].
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capture-based [112]. captured [445, 459].


cells-and-portals [105]. chalk [664].


Characteristic [394, 248]. Characteristics [456].


client-server [663]. clinical [9]. clips [241].


clustering [506, 157]. CNC [327]. co [3].

co-articulation [3]. coarse [339]. CODE [778].

cognition [698]. cognitive [371, 10, 423, 290]. cohabitant [35].

Coherence [265, 185, 454, 750, 217].

coherent [454, 236]. Coiffet [102].

collaboration [57, 159]. collaborations


granular [182]. Graph [712, 406, 450, 343]. graph-based [406]. Graph-cut [712].


guide [54, 63]. guided [472, 270, 520, 302, 221]. guidewires [402].

Hair [148, 779, 210, 687]. hairstyle [396].

Hand [242, 776, 416, 369, 147, 203, 425].
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head [79, 724, 65, 629, 766, 571].
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imitation [541]. immersion [369].

Immersive [420, 754, 769]. immiscible [354, 250]. impaired [659].


improvement [476]. improves [492].

Impulse [176, 286]. Impulse-based [176, 286]. including [76, 613].

incompressible [512, 17]. inconsistency [350, 157]. incorporates [458].


Inextensible [370]. Inference [450].

Inviscid [17]. involving [223]. iridal [751].

ISBN [102]. isometric [606]. Issue

[124, 26, 721]. key-frames [721].

key-postures [26]. Key-styling [124].
keyframe [375, 491]. keyframing [226].
keying [304]. keypoints [245]. Kinect
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[219, 73, 188, 332, 455, 667]. kinetics [289].

kinetics-assisted [289]. knowledge [83].

LabanDancer [72]. Lagrange [370].
Lagrangian [621]. Lambertian [322]. lane
[647, 587]. lane-changing [587]. Language
[263, 397, 288, 78]. laparoscopic [735].

Laplacian [180, 535, 348]. large
[237, 688, 110, 574]. large-scale
[688, 110, 574]. laryngoplasty [270].

latency [146]. lattice [403, 428, 140].
lattice-based [428]. layer
[573, 296, 393, 772]. layout [174, 158]. leaf
[90, 24]. leafy [761]. learnable [10].
learned [263, 173]. Learning
[740, 201, 263, 526, 541, 124, 630].

Learning-based [201]. least [251, 720].
leaves [292]. Lessons [173, 263]. Let
[710]. level [562, 558, 677, 574].
level-of-detail [574]. levels [83]. life
[32, 762]. lifting [596]. ligament [497]. light
[723, 751, 705, 48, 428]. lighting [279].

lighting [763]. lightweight [713]. like
[67, 611]. line [199, 223, 13]. line-based
[223]. linear [176, 139, 116]. lion [153]. lip
[232]. lip-synch [232]. liquid
[739, 708, 88, 660, 197, 462, 514]. liquids
[18]. listing [261]. Live [32]. LMA
[118]. LMA-Effort [118]. local
[340, 604, 621, 86, 296, 341]. Locally
[777, 391]. location [468]. locomotion
[325, 495, 150, 199, 421, 13, 702].

locomotive [703]. locomotor [780]. logic
[342]. lookup [378]. low [249, 202, 298, 123].
low-dimensional [249, 202, 123].
luminance [520].

machine [422, 327]. machining [327].
musculotendon [726]. music [301].
Myriad [157].


object [310, 709, 484, 473, 132, 198].
obscurations [48]. observations [703, 747].
obstacles [658]. occlusion [614]. 217. 171].
oclusions [485, 365]. ocean [107, 382].
oontology [127]. open [734]. optical [39].
optimal [580]. optimising [359].
Optimization [566, 645, 520, 260, 646, 665].
Optimization-based [566]. Optimized [117, 139, 491, 438, 721, 778, 231, 453].
optimizing [612]. ordinary [629].
Organizing [184, 718]. orientation [309].
oriented [594, 34]. out-of-core [688].
ooutput [9, 347]. overactuated [781].
overview [400]. Oz [126].
Panoramas [52]. Paper [502, 192].
paper-cut [192]. Papers [218, 561, 162].
Parallel [612, 171, 512, 351, 443].
Parallel-optimizing [612].
parameterization [97, 430, 143]. 326].
parameters [118]. Parametric [445, 244].
parametrization [698]. parametrized [531]. parsimonious [780]. participating [428].
Particle-based [464, 483, 372, 764].
particles [594]. partition [562].
partitioning [745, 105]. PASCAL [325].
passive [557]. patch [194]. patch-based [194].
path-based [289, 61]. pathfinding [443].
patient [565, 221]. patient-specific [565].
pattern [516]. patterns [729, 353].
pavement [664]. PC [157]. PCMD [632].
PDE [724, 19]. PDE-based [724, 19].
pedestrian [648]. 353, 239, 509].
pedestrians [84]. peer [258, 157].
peer-to-peer [258, 157]. Pencil [524].
people [307, 41]. per-joint [438].
Perception [773, 145, 83, 229]. perceptive [32].
Perceptual [291, 671, 689, 360, 727].
Perceptually [466, 340, 301]. Performance [274, 425, 445, 3, 663, 697, 391, 566, 158, 519].
performance-captured [445].
Performance-driven [274, 425, 3].
performances [696, 539]. Person [604].
personality [137, 33, 2, 585, 734, 632].
personality-characterized [632].
personalized [83, 632, 395].
Perspective [241, 727, 259]. Perspective-aware [241].
perspectives [557]. phase [462].
Philippe [102]. photo [664]. photograph [637].
photon [85]. Photorealistic [460, 417, 47].
Physical [706, 119, 750, 597, 458, 23, 591].
Physical-based [706]. Physically [98, 521, 179, 473, 24, 613, 763, 141, 472, 252, 345].
Physically-based [24, 613]. physics
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